INTRODUCTION

and into the public mainstream, giving confidence to the
market

Where do we come from

percentage (currently 72%) of the EU population lives in
urban areas, using 70% of our energy. Quality of city life and
the attractiveness of cities as environments for learning,
innovation, doing business and job creation are now key
parameters for success in the global competition for talent,
growth and investments.
Key challenges for Smart and Sustainable Cities are to
provide solutions to significantly increase cities’ overall
the building stock, energy systems, mobility, climate change,
water and air quality. Such actions should bring profound
economic, social and environmental impacts, resulting in a
better quality of life (including health and social cohesion),
competitiveness, jobs and growth.

The SCC lighthouse projects
The Smart Cities and Communities lighthouse projects
are funded by the European Commission through the
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme, with
the aim of bringing together cities, industry and citizens
to demonstrate solutions and business models that can
be scaled up and replicated, and that lead to measurable
and new jobs.
Since 2014 the lighthouse projects work to demonstrate the
processes, technologies and business models to transform
their ecosystems into smarter and more sustainable places.

“

We, the representatives of the EU
lighthouse projects

in light of our commitment to demonstrate sustainable,

intersection of energy and transport enabled by ICT in a
critical mass of nearly 100 EU cities, acknowledge that:
• Lighthouse projects are developing a wide range of smart
solutions in these areas and generating an invaluable
amount of knowledge
• Lighthouse projects can pave the way to foster the EU
market for Smart City solutions, considering the whole
value chain
• Lighthouse projects need to learn from each other
and can benefit from jointly spreading the knowledge
generated

• Share learning and capacity building to enable replication
in similar urban environments
• Find a swifter route to replication through demand
cities and industry across EU
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• Provide joint ideas and evidence to support future policy
and regulatory change in the lighthouse cities
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and a management structure to work together to enhance
the impacts and benefits achieved through the projects
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for cities, industries and citizens to improve urban life, to
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To create a set of common Smart Cities and Communities
tools that benefit current and future projects and can be

approaches to enrich the knowledgebase of the Smart
Cities Information System (SCIS)
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To align technical, economic and social monitoring
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activities and improve the working mechanisms when
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Working together in order to deliver higher impacts and
benefits to the challenges that EU cities are facing as:
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To increase the replication potential of the lighthouse
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In order to design a real engine for Smart Cities

• Mainstreaming Smart City solutions, by working together
to show case them to decision makers and shifting Smart
City technologies out of the private and technical sectors
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maximising value of the funds received by the projects
and demonstrating that smart approaches deliver a real
external return of investment and can drive the market
value
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“

European cities are forerunners in the transition towards a
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